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Abstract: Recent design tools for tuning the properties of conjugated polymers for efficient
polymer solar cells (PSCs) are briefly reviewed. Based on limitations in the solar-to-electric
energy conversion process imposed by material properties, recent research has focused on
lowering the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) level, reducing the bandgap, and
controlling the molecular conformation and donor–acceptor phase separation. Additionally,
the stability of PSCs can be improved through molecular design. Finally, a few less-conven-
tional material design strategies for device improvement through polymer–polymer blends
and triplet utilization are introduced. Molecular design has been an invaluable tool in con-
trolling these material properties.
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Organic photovoltaics have commanded quite an interest in the renewable energy devices research com-
munity [1]. These devices will take advantage of the vast resource that is sunlight as well as relatively
inexpensive processing routes. Polymer solar cells (PSCs), due to their solution processability, show
promise to eventually be cost competitive with conventional fossil fuel-based electricity generation
technologies. Roll-to-roll processing enables large-scale, morphology-optimized production of these
devices [2–5]. Thus, increasing device efficiency and lifetime through device and polymer design
remain the primary obstacles to cost competitiveness [3–5]. However, with record power conversion
efficiencies (PCEs) reaching 8.13 % and lifetimes greater than 1 year, these devices are on track to
become economically viable [6,7].

A brief explanation of the operational physics of PSCs provides the foundation for device
improvement through molecular design. First, a photon, of sufficient energy to overcome the highest
occupied (HOMO) to lowest unoccupied (LUMO) molecular orbital energy level bandgap of the con-
jugated polymer, is absorbed. This creates a charge-neutral, tightly bound electron hole pair known as
an exciton. In order to extract this energy, the exciton must diffuse to an interface with an electron-
accepting material (typically, phenyl C61 butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM)) where charge transfer rap-
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idly takes place, splitting the exciton into a hole and an electron [8–10]. The separated charges are then
conducted to their respective electrodes to power an external circuit.

The specifics of the power conversion physics combine with material properties to impose con-
straints on the fabrication and performance of the devices. For instance, the exciton diffusion length in
conjugated polymers is typically very short; in a very common electron donor polymer, poly(3-hexyl -
thiophene) (P3HT, Fig. 1a), the exciton diffusion length is about 8.5 nm [9,11]. This means that in a
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Fig. 1 Chemical structures of interesting conjugated polymers for PSCs. (a) P3HT, (b) high hole mobility PBTTT
exhibits a fused ring thienothiophene and control over side-chain spacing and length [30], (c) by incorporating an
electron-donating carbazole and an electron-withdrawing benzothiadiazole, this is a low-bandgap polymer [26], (d)
low-bandgap polymer exhibiting a fluorene donor and benzothiadiazole acceptor [31], (e) low-bandgap polymer
with a strong donor (cyclopentadithiophene) and benzothiadiazole as an acceptor [32], (f) electron-withdrawing
cyano pendants lower the HOMO of this polymer [33], (g) increasing the strength of electron-withdrawing co-
monomers (in the order 2,3,4,1) contribute to a lower HOMO in combination with electron-donating
benzoditihophene [34,35], (h) thermally cleavable side groups allow for thermal stability of the PSC morphology
[36,37], (i) a novel thiophene acetylide polymer with Pt in the backbone that promotes triplet generation [38], (j)
a novel ladder-type poly(p-phenylene) with 120–200 ppm covalently bound Pd promotes triplet generation [39].



device that is thick enough to absorb most of the incident sunlight (about 240 nm thick) most of the
excitons will recombine rather than separate into useful charges [12]. This deficiency is overcome by
using a bulk-heterojunction device morphology; interpenetrating domains of the electron acceptor and
donor materials provide nearby charge separation interfaces wherever an exciton may form [13].
Additionally, charge carrier mobilities in polymer materials are quite low, typically ranging from 10–6 to
10–1 cm2 V–1 s–1, limiting the distance charges can travel before succumbing to recombination (and
therefore limiting the overall device thickness) [14–16]. Thus, compromises are made with regards to
device thickness in order to optimize both device current density and absorption [16]. 

Innovative molecular design seeks to take advantage of the operational physics of the devices in
order to overcome material limitations in PSCs. This allows for enhanced open-circuit voltage (Voc),
short-circuit current density (Jsc), and fill factor leading to an increased PCE [17–21]. The following
discussion will present many design routes which have been taken to tune morphology, polymer pack-
ing, and molecular orbital energy levels, among other things, of the electron-donating conjugated poly-
mer materials. The influence of these design changes on the PSC performance via the aforementioned
operational physics will also be discussed. These ideas represent some basic molecular design methods
to improve PSCs, and they provide an underpinning for future PSC material development.

DESIGN RULES FOR ELECTRON DONOR MATERIALS

Inter- and intramolecular conformation control

The energy transfer and transport characteristics of conjugated polymers depend greatly on their phys-
ical conformation [22,23]. The spacing and orientation between two chromophores (or other energy
transfer systems) can dictate the extent and type (long-range Forster via dipoles or short-range Dexter
via diffusion/contact) of energy transfer that occurs. Similarly, energy transport within a single chromo -
phore system is influenced by molecular planarity and packing. Because of these effects, much effort
has been given to control the conformation of conjugated polymers for PSCs [18,21,24–30].

One major goal of polymer conformation control is to increase the chain planarity. Highly planar
chains extend the effective conjugation length of the polymer. This improves absorption by red-shifting
the bandgap energy, and it improves exciton and charge transport by further delocalizing electrons and
excited states while reducing the population of carrier trapping sites. Strategies to increase polymer pla-
narity have previously involved designing tight-packing, fairly crystalline materials [24,29,30].
Although the crystallinity is typically enhanced by post-processing annealing steps, design of the poly-
mer can improve this characteristic. For instance, by controlling the regioregularity, spacing, and size
(length and bulkiness) of the solubilizing side-chains, one can create a material with a high tendency to
tightly pack and π–π stack its conjugated backbone [24]. Through these methods (Fig. 1b), charge car-
rier mobilities of 0.6 cm2 V–1 s–1 have been achieved [30].

More recently, design of conjugated polymers with a high degree of backbone planarity has
focused on the moieties in the backbone itself. Besides the aforementioned sterics of side-chain inter-
actions, bulky conjugated segments of the polymer backbone can also inhibit planarity. For instance,
bonds to thiophenes are potentially more planar than bonds to benzene because the five-membered ring
is physically smaller near the backbone linkage. This provides relatively less steric interference at the
bond, thus allowing for a planar conjugated backbone. Alternately, some research groups are including
a vinylene group along the backbone because it is very small and still maintains the conjugation [25].
Both of these routes reduce the steric interactions between conjugated backbone structures and reduce
backbone twist relative to other, more bulky moieties. 

The most popular and successful route to maintain conjugated polymer planarity is to use fused
ring structures along the backbone. This removes most of the flexibility from relatively larger sections
of the polymer because the ring structures are much more rigid than the (conjugated) “single” bonds
that are conventionally used. Even in polymers with fairly bulky side-chains, the effect of the planar,
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fused rings comes through. Because of these effects, many researchers have incorporated moieties with
two- and three-ringed structures into polymers and have achieved PSC efficiencies greater than 4 %
[18,21,26,27]. Finally, the two aforementioned methods, which involve control of sterics, are commonly
implemented and balanced together with the fused ring method in order to optimize backbone planarity.
Although many other routes for controlling molecular planarity exist (via secondary bonding interac-
tions such as hydrogen bonding), these three are the primary ones used in PSCs to improve charge car-
rier and exciton transport [40–42].

Efficient PSCs should produce a large voltage in addition to a large current density. When char-
acterizing a device, a potential is swept across it from the point of maximum current (Jsc) to the point
of no current flow (Voc). While losses in Jsc are primarily the result of poor transport (and can be
reduced by improving polymer planarity), both Voc and Jsc are influenced by intermolecular energy
transfer. Current generation relies on efficient electron transfer from the donor to the acceptor molecule,
however the converse of this, bimolecular recombination from the charge-transfer state, is detrimental
to the Voc [43,44]. 

As stated earlier, intermolecular spacing and conformation greatly influence energy transfer, thus,
in an effort to reduce losses to the Voc via bimolecular recombination, molecules are designed to con-
trol intermolecular spacing. For instance, in a small-molecule-based solar cell Perez et al. chose donor
molecules with bulky pendant groups and showed that the Voc losses were decreased [44]. The bulky
pendant groups increased the spacing between donor and acceptor molecules and thus reduced the level
of intermolecular recombination. Similarly, many donor polymers in PSCs with high Voc and low Voc
losses utilize long or bulky side-chains like the 2-ethylhexyl group (Fig. 1g) [18,27,31,34,35,45–47].

As has been discussed, control over the inter- and intramolecular conformation of electron donor
polymers is of great interest in optimizing PSCs. While careful design of the molecule can lead to tuned
properties, some of these design changes follow naturally from each other. For instance, since conju-
gated polymers are rigid, they require side-chains for good solubility. When taking advantage of the
enhanced planarity of fused conjugated rings, larger, bulky side-chains become necessary in order to
obtain sufficient solubility. Thus, both the inter- and intramolecular energy transfer and transport char-
acter will be affected. Finally, although other forms of conformation-induced changes in energy trans-
port and transfer exist (orientation, etc.), control over these through molecular design has not been
explored in PSCs to the best of the authors’ knowledge.

Electronic bandgap and absorption tuning

One simple requirement for an efficient PSC is effective utilization of the solar spectrum. Absorption
of light is dependent on the conjugated polymer’s bandgap energy; however, conventional conjugated
polymers usually have wide bandgaps. For instance, the most widely studied polymer for PSCs, P3HT,
has a bandgap energy around 1.9 eV. Since more than 52 % of the total solar irradiance is at energies
below 1.77 eV, there has been much interest in tailoring/reducing the polymer bandgap to absorb more
of the solar spectrum [48,49].

The primary way to increase absorption of the solar spectrum is to reduce the energy required to
excite the electron donor conjugated polymer. The simplest scheme involves polymer planarity and
packing: increasing the effective conjugation length can red-shift the absorption slightly (by about 0.3 to
0.6 eV) due to increased delocalization of the π-electrons [29]. This effect is primarily seen in the film
state of the polymers relative to their solution-state absorption (especially in regioregular P3HT). More
effective means of reducing the bandgap rely on chemical tuning [50]. By alternating electron-donating
and -withdrawing moieties in the conjugated polymer’s structure, one can reduce the bandgap
(Figs. 1c–e, g, Fig. 2) [51]. This push–pull structure allows for absorption transitions not only by the
polymers’ individual moieties, but also in between them because of an appreciable difference in their
energy levels (Fig. 2, left). By setting up an internal donor–acceptor structure, the bandgap is reduced
to that of the intramolecular charge-transfer absorption edge [51]. 
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Polymers containing alternating electron-donating and -withdrawing moieties, either along the
main backbone chain or within side-chains, have tuned bandgaps [17,52]. For instance, by creating a
copolymer of alternating benzodithiophene and thieno[3,4-c]pyrrole-4,6-dione units (Figs. 1g–1) Zou
et al. were able to achieve a bandgap of about 1.8 eV [35]. Although the absorption edge is not very
red-shifted relative to P3HT, the combination of the electron-donating benzodithiophene and electron-
withdrawing thieno-pyrrole-dione units does lower the bandgap. Additionally, a bandgap of about
1.4 eV can be achieved with alternating 2,1,3-benzothiadiazole (strong acceptor) and cyclopentadithio-
phene (strong donor) units (Fig. 1e) [32]. These moieties are chosen based on the intramolecular con-
formation considerations discussed earlier as well as their relative donor or acceptor strength.
Increasing the strength of a donor (by raising its HOMO) or acceptor (by lowering its LUMO), all else
equal, will result in a reduced bandgap. Some common donor moieties include carbazole, fluorene, thio-
phene, and thienothiophene (in the polymers in Fig. 1). There are also many electron-withdrawing moi-
eties (some candidates are in Fig. 3), but the most popular is 2,1,3-benzothiadiazole (in many polymers
in Fig. 1) (more will be presented later about energy level tuning) [53]. Thus, by varying the donating
and withdrawing strength of the constituent moieties, one can achieve a wide range of bandgaps.

The ideal bandgap energy is determined by a balance between absorption gains and conversion
losses. Although a reduced bandgap results in greater absorption of the available light, it also limits the
ultimate level of the captured energy; an absorbed photon will relax to an energy level slightly less than
the bandgap of the polymer. Although a polymer could absorb 90 % (70 %) of the sun’s irradiance with
a bandgap of 0.73 eV (1.24 eV), this would result in much energy loss in the conversion to useful cur-
rent [48]. Therefore, in the interest of balancing these effects, an ideal bandgap for donor polymers in
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Fig. 2 Strategies for low bandgap-conjugated polymers: Intramolecular charge transfer. Alternating electron-
donating and -withdrawing moieties can result in a reduced bandgap because the relatively blue absorption of the
polymers main chain (λ1) is augmented by a lower-energy charge-transfer (between the donor and acceptor
moieties, λ2) absorption.

Fig. 3 Some electron-withdrawing moieties [53].



PSCs is expected to be around 1.5 eV (with an absorption maximum around the maximum photon flux
near 650–700 nm) [42,46,54].

A polymer with an appropriate bandgap and a wide spectral absorbance will maximize utilization
of the solar spectrum [54]. Luckily, the amorphous nature of conjugated polymer films results in a wide
range of effective conjugation lengths so that a wide band of wavelengths are absorbed. When this is
combined with appropriate molecular design tailoring of the bandgap, a material acceptable for efficient
PSCs can be created.

Tuning the HOMO and Voc

Efficient PSCs must produce voltages commensurate with the energy that they absorb. Absorbed energy
loses potential as it relaxes and is separated in the conversion process (Fig. 4). The maximum voltage
that an organic solar cell can produce is limited by the minimum energy separation between the charges
in a functioning device [55]. It has been observed that Voc scales with the difference between the
HOMO energy level of the donor polymer and the LUMO energy level of the acceptor molecule
[34,42,56–59]. Aside from the recombination losses to Voc mentioned earlier, this is a primary bottle-
neck for high PCE devices.

The most popular molecular design strategies for increasing Voc involve increasing the donor
HOMO–acceptor LUMO energy gap. By introducing pendant electron-withdrawing groups or by con-
trolling polymer planarity the HOMO level can be modulated [17,18,26,27,31,33–35,46,59–61]. Since
electronegative groups pull electron density into a localized area, they bind the electrons more tightly
to, and stabilize the molecule, thus lowering the HOMO. By increasing the strength (electronegativity)
of the withdrawing group, the HOMO can be sequentially lowered. Chen et al. were able to progres-
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Fig. 4 The open circuit voltage and energy conversion losses. Energy conversion losses at zero current flow
contribute to lowered Voc. For instance, the absorption maximum of P3HT (530 nm) has the potential to create
2.34 eV, but relaxation to just below (due to the binding energy) its 1.9 eV bandgap reduces this prospective.
Finally, charge-transfer and bimolecular recombination losses further reduce the voltage-creating capability to
about 0.6 V in optimized devices.



sively lower the HOMO of a poly(thienothiophene-alt-benzodithiophene) from –5.01 to –5.12 to
–5.22 eV by changing the pendant groups from an ester to a ketone and finally to a fluorine and ketone
pair (Fig. 1g, 2,3,4) [34]. This resulted in an increase in PSC Voc from 620 to 700 to 760 mV [34]. Some
representative electron-withdrawing groups include diketone, benzothiadiazole (in the polymer back-
bone), ester, cyano, and fluorine [17,18,26,27,31,33–35,46,60]. The inclusion of these groups has led
to HOMO levels as low as –5.73 eV (Fig. 1f), and Voc values as high as 0.99 V [17,33]. These values
are relative enhancements when compared to the HOMO (–4.9 eV) and Voc (0.6 V) of the conventional
material for PSCs, regioregular P3HT.

Polymer planarity and packing also play a role in determining the HOMO level. As the effective
conjugation length increases in a polymer, the electrons are further delocalized and the HOMO level is
raised. For instance, Trznadel et al. showed that increasing molecular weight led to a reduction in the
oxidation potential of P3HT from 0.55 to 0.45 V; this corresponds to a HOMO level increase with
increasing effective conjugation length [62]. This idea has been applied to modulate or reduce the
HOMO to increase Voc: Li et al. has varied the length and position of alkyl and alkoxy side-chains on
a polymer (Fig. 1d) and noticed a modulation in the HOMO level between –5.4 and –5.6 eV [31].
Furthermore, Hou et al. created a polythiophene with a bulky 2-hexyldecyl chain on every third
monomer (as compared to the hexyl side-chain on each P3HT monomer) resulting in a lowered HOMO
level at –5.3 eV and an increased Voc (0.82 V) [59]. While these HOMO level alterations could be attrib-
uted to changes in the population and electron-donating power of the side-chains, one cannot ignore the
side-chain bulkiness. Bulky side-chains can reduce inter-chain packing and therefore the effective con-
jugation length.

Tuning the HOMO level of conjugated polymers has recently become the most popular method
of increasing overall device efficiency [34,46]. However, much room for Voc and PCE improvement
remains; an absorbed photon has at least 1.7 eV (for that bandgap), yet most of the donor
HOMO–acceptor LUMO energy gaps fall between 0.6 to 1.4 eV, furthermore, Voc values are typically
0.1–0.3 eV lower than this [34,42,59,60]. Thus, more than half the potential voltage-creating capacity
of an absorbed photon is lost in the conversion process (Fig. 4). Control over polymer packing, as men-
tioned earlier, and molecular orbital energy level tuning through molecular design can lead to further
reductions in these losses and increases in device efficiency.

Stability of PSCs

Practical implementation of PSCs will require long device lifetimes (5–10 years at 8–16 % PCE by one
estimate) in order to be cost-effective [63]. Although there have been reports of device lifetimes exceed-
ing one year, there are many more reports of lifetimes closer to days or even just hours [4,7,19,37,64].
Unfortunately, there are relatively fewer publications about device lifetime enhancement (in compari-
son to efficiency enhancement or to understanding device physics) via molecular design, especially with
regards to the polymer materials in champion efficiency devices. Nonetheless, we will briefly mention
molecular design routes which can be used to enhance lifetime by combatting morphological instabil-
ity and polymer degradation [4,19,36,37]. 

The performance of PSCs is sensitive to the phase-separated morphology of the donor–acceptor
blend. Due to the exciton diffusion length limitations and the necessity for percolated conduction path-
ways in each phase, if the phase separation is not optimized, the device PCE suffers. Even when a
device is fabricated with a near-optimum morphology, over time the morphology may overdevelop,
especially for polymers with low glass-transition temperatures, leading to reduced lifetimes [37,65]. In
order to combat this effect, some polymers have been designed with thermo-cleavable side-chains (at
the junction between an ester and a tertiary alkyl chain, Fig. 1h). The side-chains initially impart the
polymers with sufficient solubility for solution-state processing. Once the polymers are cast into a film,
the side-chains are removed and the polymers have good thermal stability due to an increased glass-
transition temperature [37]. Krebs et al. found that before cleavage, a PSC based on a polythiophene
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with a cleavable side-chain degraded within 2 h; the analogous device with side-chains removed showed
no appreciable degradation over the same time period [37]. Based on accelerated lifetime tests, they
expect that a properly encapsulated device with a stable morphology would have a lifetime over two
years [37].

Chemical degradation of conjugated polymers is a primary contributor to PSC device lifetime
limitations. Studies where different encapsulation layers (which select particular ambient gasses) or dif-
ferent atmospheres are exposed to devices have shown that oxygen diffusion into the polymer and sub-
sequent photo-oxidation lead to reduced device PCEs [4,5,19,36]. Energy transfer from the photo -
excited polymer to oxygen can create a reactive singlet oxygen which will attack the polymer and
oxidize the unsaturated backbone, thus leading to breakage of the conjugation (loss of conductivity) and
device degradation [19,36]. While device encapsulation can greatly reduce these effects, molecular
design can also enhance the oxidative stability of the polymers and devices [7,19,36]. The primary
design route to protect against oxidation is to increase the oxidation potential of the polymer, or, in other
words, to reduce the HOMO level. For instance, utilizing a polymer with a low HOMO level of –5.5 eV,
Kim et al. found that no oxygen had attacked the conjugated backbone during a 40-h
illumination/degradation test (whereas in P3HT, Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy indicated that
oxygen had bonded to the thiophene rings). Furthermore, this enhanced oxidative stability led to slight
reductions in the device degradation rate. Molecular design can lower the HOMO level of the polymers
as outlined in the previous section, and can therefore improve the PSC lifetime.

Morphology control

Morphology control and optimization in PSCs is a critical factor in determining the PCE. Appropriate
phase separation that maintains connected pathways within each phase allows for efficient exciton sep-
aration and charge conduction, both critical steps in the power conversion process. Since this is such an
important design factor, many reviews have been written on this subject [1,63,66–71]. As is detailed in
the reviews, most schemes for controlling the micromorphology involve varying the polymer:PCBM
mix ratio, using processing additives or appropriate solvents, or using post-processing steps such as sol-
vent vapor or thermal annealing. Less commonly, the thermodynamics of phase separation are altered
via molecular design [72–74]. For example, by modifying the surface energy of P3HT (with alcohol,
bromo, methyl, or pentafluoro group chain termination) to better match that of PCBM, the mixing can
be improved (Fig. 5) [72]. This mixing modification resulted in an increase in fill factor from 46 to 69 %
and an improvement in PCE from 3.2 to 4.5 % [72]. Other more audacious schemes seek to take advan-
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Fig. 5 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images showing improved mixing between end-modified P3HT
and PCBM by changing the P3HT terminal group from (c) an alcohol, to (b) a bromine, and finally to (a) a
pentafluoro group. The phase separation coarsens from images (a) to (c), and the inset of (c) shows a larger scale
of separation. Adapted from [72].



tage of morphological self-assembly via block copolymer physics [73–75]. However, whether using the
assembly of the block copolymers directly in the device or using the assembly as a template, these
methods have not achieved great success, with PCEs below 1 % [73,74]. The importance of morphol-
ogy in PSCs cannot be overstated; despite the previous lack of great success in molecular design of PSC
blend morphology, these routes will likely continue to be explored in search of improved exciton and
charge transport and improved PCE.

Novel polymers for PSCs

The aforementioned polymer design rules work to reduce losses in the energy conversion processes by
increasing energy gathering, improving energy transport, and by optimizing molecular energy levels.
Further improvements will continue to be made through synthesis of novel polymers that take advan-
tage of the device operation physics. For instance, there has been some interest in replacing the fullerene
electron acceptor molecules with n-type conducting polymers because they absorb the solar spectrum
more strongly [76–82]. In order to function as an electron acceptor, a polymer must have a LUMO and
HOMO lower than those of the donor material, and it must be able to conduct electrons. Polymer design
strategies that assure electron-accepting character involve lowering the HOMO (and accompanying
LUMO) level with electron-withdrawing groups similar to routes described in previous sections
[77,81–83]. Although conjugated polymers have been shown to possess ambipolar conductivity, their
electron mobility is typically one to three orders of magnitude smaller than their hole mobility, and is a
performance-limiting property [80,82,84]. Molecular design routes for improving the electron mobility
are also similar to those mentioned in earlier sections; charge carrier mobility is greater in more planar
polymers, and planarity can be enhanced with large, rigid, fused ring moieties along the polymer back-
bone. By implementing almost comically large fused rings into the polymer backbone, the electron
mobility has been enhanced to 10–1 to 10–2 cm2 V–1 s–1 [83,85]. Despite these advances, because poly-
mer–polymer blend solar cells are not widely popular, their PCEs are still limited to around 1.8 % [82].

Another category of novel polymers for PSCs seeks to increase the exciton diffusion length by
using long-lived triplet excitons. As mentioned in the outset, short exciton diffusion lengths are a criti-
cal factor limiting the allowable morphologies in PSCs for effective energy conversion. Since the exci-
ton diffusion length scales with the square root of the excitons lifetime, and since triplet excitons have
lifetimes on the order of μs–ms, there has been interest in using phosphorescent materials to enhance
PSCs [38,39,86–88]. Intersystem crossing to the triplet state is a forbidden transition, and special mate-
rials are required to facilitate its occurrence; molecular design routes to achieve triplet-generating poly-
mers rely on the presence of heavy metal atoms like Pt and Pd [38,39,88]. For instance, by binding trace
amounts of Pd onto a ladder-type poly(para-phenylene) (Fig. 1j), Arif et al. were able to increase the
PCE by a factor of 10 (although only to 0.23 %) over the same polymer without heavy metals [39,88].
They attribute the improvement to the presence of long-lived (τ = 8.7 ms) triplet excitons, which
enhance the current density (via improved exciton separation) [39]. Similarly, by including Pt atoms in
the backbone of a thiophene acetylide polymer (Fig. 1i), Guo et al. were able to promote the formation
of a triplet state (τ = 5.8 μs) in PSCs that contributed to charge separation and power conversion [38].
These devices show a good proof of concept that triplet states can enhance PSCs performance; the over-
all efficiencies of these devices could be improved by the molecular design routes discussed in earlier
sections.

These two examples show how novel molecular design is being explored to improve PSCs. By
taking advantage of the understanding of PSC operational physics, one can design novel materials that
will pave the way for future improvements in molecular design.
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OUTLOOK

The future of PSCs is very promising due to recent advances in molecular design and device PCE. A
better understanding of the operational physics of PSCs through careful characterization has created a
foundation for device improvement. Each step in the energy conversion process has potential for loss,
but some steps are more critical than others. Absorption of sunlight places certain demands on the
bandgap and thickness of the device. But efficient conversion to electricity requires optimized energy
levels, morphology, and exciton and charge transport. Molecular design has afforded solutions to most
of these problems, namely, the HOMO level has been lowered to enhance Voc and the bandgap has been
reduced to improve absorption of sunlight. Despite the improvements in PSC lifetime and PCE, there
are still device-limiting material properties like exciton diffusion length and charge carrier mobility.
Continuous development of the electron donor and acceptor materials (whether polymer or small mol-
ecule) will refine exciton and charge transport through tools like energy level and morphology tuning.
It is also possible that novel design routes will become more successful or popular in the future.
Different populations of excitons, such as triplet excitons, may be more thoroughly utilized in efficient
PSCs. Or self-assembly may be utilized to control donor–acceptor phase separation and inter- and
intramolecular packing and conformation. In any case, the flexibility afforded to conjugated polymers
through intelligent molecular design will allow further development of these materials to take advan-
tage of the peculiarities of the energy conversion process. Synthesis of new polymer materials will con-
tinue to lead to improvements in understanding PSC operation and improvements in PCE.
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